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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

A sudden drop of production rate can happened due to formation damage, 

mechanical failure and others unprecedented problems. Selecting the suitable well 

stimulation method to treat the unproductive reservoir or to restore the reservoir 

productivity for a dual-string completion well which have multiple production zones 

becomes a challenge as there is no direct access to the problem production zone to 

investigate the root cause of the problem. Conventional method such as acidizing 

and hydraulic fracturing not an option for this situation, therefore re-perforation the 

production zone method have been decided to restore back the reservoir 

productivity.  The case study have showed that a deep penetrating charge perforating 

system is required for this perforation method as the perforation need to penetrate 

the blast joint, annulus material, casing, the formation damaged zone and the 

formation. Further perforation analysis has been done to analyze the perforation 

designs which produce optimum penetration. Several parameters that expected to 

affect the perforation performance have been selected to simulate the perforation 

process using SPAN software. The result shows that the formation rock strength 

have a significant impact to the penetration length. Meanwhile, annulus materials 

slightly affect the perforation performance. A detail design of perforation gun 

system properties such as standoff position, shot density and shot phasing able to 

produce an optimum performance as each parameters have its own impact to the 

perforation performance. Further study on the others option of remedial sand control 

for the unconsolidated formation and the integrity of the blast joint after perforation 

is recommended to improvise this method.     
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ABSTRAK 

 

 

 

 

Penurunan mendadak kadar pengeluaran boleh berlaku disebabkan oleh 

kerosakan formasi, kegagalan mekanikal dan lain-lain masalah yang tidak pernah 

berlaku sebelum ini. Memilih kaedah stimulasi telaga yang sesuai untuk merawat 

reservoir yang tidak produktif atau meningkatkan produktiviti reservoir bagi 

pemasangan dwi-tiub yang mempunyai zon pengeluaran berganda menjadi satu 

cabaran kerana tiada akses langsung kepada zon pengeluaran yang bermasalah untuk 

menyiasat punca masalah itu. Kaedah konvensional seperti pengasidan dan 

peretakan hidraulik bukan satu pilihan untuk keadaan ini, oleh itu keputusan untuk 

memilih kaedah penembusan semula zon pengeluaran telah diambil untuk 

memulihkan kembali produktiviti reservoir. Kajian kes telah menunjukkan bahawa 

sistem cas penebukan dalam diperlukan untuk kaedah ini kerana penembusan perlu 

menembusi sendi bagas, bahan dalam anulus, selongsong, zon formasi rosak dan 

formasi. Analisis penembusan susulan telah dilakukan untuk menganalisis reka 

bentuk penembusan yang menghasilkan penembusan yang optimum. Beberapa 

parameter yang dijangka akan memberi kesan prestasi penembusan yang telah 

dipilih untuk mensimulasikan proses penembusan dengan menggunakan perisian 

SPAN. Hasilnya menunjukkan bahawa kekuatan batu formasi memberi kesan besar 

kepada panjang penembusan. Sementara itu, bahan-bahan anulus sedikit 

menjejaskan prestasi penembusan itu. Satu reka bentuk terperinci ciri-ciri sistem 

senapang penebukan seperti jarak „standoff‟, ketumpatan penebukan dan fasa 

penebukan mampu menghasilkan prestasi yang optimum kerana setiap parameter 

mempunyai kesan sendiri untuk prestasi penembusan itu. Kajian lanjut pada 

cadangan kawalan pasir pemulihan yang lain untuk formasi yang tidak terkokoh dan 

integriti sendi bagas itu selepas penembusan adalah disyorkan untuk menambah baik 

kaedah ini. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of Study 

 

The upstream of the petroleum industry involves itself in the business of 

exploration and production activities. The objectives of the exploration activities are 

to find the hydrocarbon reservoirs, while the production activities are to deliver the 

hydrocarbon to the downstream of the industry. The delivery process including the 

reservoirs to the above ground facilities via tubing string and others completions 

devices.   

The world‟s oil companies continue to enhance their production to meet the 

high demand of hydrocarbon energy. This situation has driven the company to 

explore the reservoir in all productive formations. Dual completions are most 

common in stacked reservoir sequences in low to moderate rate, shallow water 

wells. Figure 1.1 shows the typical well schematic of dual-string completion. 

The dual-zone completion using parallel tubing strings method generally is 

used in applications in which it is desirable to produce two zones simultaneously 

while keeping them isolated from each other. Despite their obvious complexity, 

there are a surprisingly large number of dual (and triple) completions around the 

world and they are not a modern invention. 
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Figure 1.1 Typical parallel-string dual-zone completion well schematic 

In this completion, two strings of tubing are run from the surface to the dual 

packer. One string terminates at the dual packer, and the other string of tubing 

extends from the dual packer to the lower single string packer. The tubing string that 

produces the upper zone is referred to as the “short string” (or upper tubing), and the 

tubing string that produces the lower zone is called the “long string” (or lower 

tubing). 

A sliding sleeve is positioned between the packers for aid in circulating kill-

weight fluid in the hole or circulating lighter fluid or gas in the tubing strings to 

bring the well on production. A blast joint should be positioned across the 

perforations of the zone between the packers to reduce the risk of erosion damage to 
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the long string from well fluids and produced sand. Profile seating nipples should be 

run above the dual packer on both strings for well control or testing tubing for well-

diagnostic purpose.  

These completions are used where independent production or injection is 

required. This can be for a number of reasons such as incompatible fluids (e.g. 

scales), different pressure regimes (severe cross-flow if the fluid is commingled), 

reserve assurance (one interval can “kill” production from another when it waters 

out) and multipurpose wells (injection into one interval combined with production 

from another. 

The complexity of dual completions is their main drawback. It is difficult to 

integrate with sand control reservoir completion in this type of well completions. It 

is also difficult to perforate the upper interval. Options include oriented guns run 

through the short string, perforating prior to running the completion and side-string 

perforating.  

One of the disadvantages of the dual completion is limited access to the 

upper interval. The only access to the upper interval is through the sliding sleeve 

door. However this access is above the perforation zone. Therefore, there is no direct 

access to the reservoir producing zone if the interval encountered with production 

related problem.   

It is always difficult to ascertain just what is going on inside a reservoir. 

Sand problems are most common in the production of hydrocarbon. Sand production 

is solid productions which produce together with the production fluid from the 

productive formation. The sand will be reproduced if it does not meet the geometry 

of a stable arch (Suman et al., 1992). Figure 1.2 shows the geometry of a stable arch 

around perforations tunnel. 

 The sand production will accumulate in the surface equipment from time to 

time. The flow rate production will lift up the sand through tubing to the surface and 

trapped inside the separator or production pipe. Fluid production rate will decrease 

along with the accumulation of sand that clogs in the well.  
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Figure 1.2 Geometry of a stable arch around perforations (Source: Suman, 

1992)  

 

Besides sand problem, the oil industry has long been aware of minerals 

deposition problems (scale, asphaltene, wax etc) in production tubing, flowlines, 

bottomhole pumps and surface equipment. This phenomenon can also occur inside 

the reservoir itself, where the temperature and pressure variations may also give rise 

to minerals deposits that block pores and seriously impair well productivity. When 

minerals precipitation problems affect production tubing, surface equipment or 

flowlines, they are easily detected, but when they occur inside porous media, the 

investigation becomes more difficult.  

Mineral scales are inorganic solids precipitated from water and subsequently 

deposited. Waxes are long-chain alkaline hydrocarbons that are solid at low to 

moderate temperature. Like waxes, asphaltene are organic solids that precipitate 

from crude oil system.  

The sand problem and minerals precipitation can cause plugging of the 

formation, hence reducing the well productivity due to the declination of reservoir 

pressure. If the formation not be treated properly, the problem can cause to the 

extent of formation damage and collapsing the formation.  
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Generally, well stimulation will be performed on a well to increase or restore 

production. Stimulation also used to further encourage permeability and flow from 

an already existing well that has become under-productive. The common well 

stimulation techniques are acidizing and hydraulic fracturing. Operators facing a 

major challenge when trying to determine the best stimulation method to choose, 

which provide the best economics over the life of the field. When selecting a control 

measure, it is necessary to understand the formation mechanism prior selecting the 

most suitable method.  However, it is difficult to determine the best method for dual-

string completion well as there is no direct access to the reservoir zone for 

investigation. Therefore a mitigation method has to be planned for this kind of 

situation. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 

  Every reservoir will face declination of productivity due to the reduction of 

reservoir pressure after few years of production. Generally, this declination phase 

expected to occur after the production reaches its plateau and can be estimated early 

during the field development study of the reservoir. However, a sudden drop of 

production rate can happened due to formation damage, mechanical failure and 

others unprecedented problems. Formation damage cause by the sand production or 

due to mineral deposition inside the reservoir which can possibly plug the formation 

is required to be treated appropriately to prevent further damage to the reservoir.  

  At this stage, well stimulation exercise will be done to treat the reservoir and 

restore or enhance the reservoir productivity. It is important to identify the reason 

that caused the production problem prior selecting the suitable stimulation method.  

It is difficult to detect the root cause of the problem for a dual-string completion 

well which have multiple production zones as there is no direct access to the 

problem production zone. Hence, re-perforation method has been selected to treat 

and restore back the reservoir productivity as conventional stimulation method is not 

preferable for this situation.        
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1.3 Objective of Study 

 

The objectives of the study were: 

 

1. To study the relevance of perforation method to restore the reservoir 

productivity in dual-string completion well. 

 

2. To analyze factors that affects the perforation performance by conducting 

perforation analysis using Schlumberger Perforation Analysis (SPAN) 

software. 

 

3. To identify the best method and challenges to optimum the perforation 

performance efficiency.  
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